Georgia Dept of Public Health 2020 FSE
How to Use Winlink Express Radio-Only Mode
Rational and Explanation of Behaviors
During the Public Health Full Scale Exercise, there will be a simulated phone and Internet service
outage. Digital message traffic will utilize radio-only mode of operation. Winlink provides a radioonly mode; however, operators must first configure their Winlink application and when creating a
message select radio-only for message transmission.
RMS Relay is the program that manages gateway message traffic when the internet is down. An RMS
relay gateway can be configured in several ways. Normally the RMS relay station is configured to
move messages to a station within its reach that has an internet connection and thus post it to the
internet-based CMS.
For purposes of practice, a box can be checked that places Relay in “Simulate Internet Out” mode.
This will cause all messages to be forwarded to another RMS Relay station with Internet. A third
option is to configure as a radio-only local message hub. This will save all message for local pickup.
The caveat is, that stations checking in must first select AB4NX as their MPS station in Winlink
Express.

How to Use WinLink Express Radio-Only Mode
This is done by selecting “Hybrid Network Parameters” in the “Winlink Settings” dropdown on the opening
Winlink Express screen as shown below.

How to setup Client Software for Radio-Only Mode
Message Creation
•
•

In order for a radio only message to be sent the message must be formatted for radio only.
Each time a new message is created, the Radio-Only dropdown must be selected on the message.
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Your message window should look like this:

Radio-Only
Message

The Radio-Only drop down must be reselected for every new message as Winlink Express defaults to WinlinkMessage. Before posting any message to Outbox it is critical that you double check to see that the message
“Send as” is listed as Radio-Only.

Sending a Radio-Only Message with Winlink Express
Having posted message to Outbox, it is time to select the Session Mode. This is done on the initial screen using
the session dropdown as pictured below:
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You have three choices when using Radio-Only mode. Pactor Radio-only, Winmor Radio-only and Vara Radioonly. Ardop does not support radio only. I suggest that you make the $60 investment in a Vara upgrade. Vara
does not work very well or very fast in the unpaid mode. If you don’t have a paid subscription (which you can
use on multiple computers under any callsign), use Winmor Radio-only. It will be more reliable, albeit
considerably slower. If you have Pactor, good on you!
Having selected the appropriate mode, you can send your message provided you have properly set the tuning
and properly set the drive level. Tuning is CRITICAL with these modes. Tune your antenna at least twice before
you start setting the drive level or you won’t get much power out of your radio without severe distortion.
When you are dead certain that the radio is tuned. Set your drive level. In Vara, the drive level is set under the
Vara Settings/Soundcard selection.

If you have a radio that will display both ALC and Power adjust the drive level for no mor than 1/3 ALC and
maximum power. Radios like the smaller ICOM radios work better with a power leve setting of 80 percent.
The power out should not exceed 50 watts on these smaller radios. The bigger radios and Kenwood and Yaesu
radios can been run at 100 percent with drive level settings that yield 50-70 watts. The reason Vara can be run
with 1/3 ALC is that it is a very wide mode very similar to voice. Therefore you expect a certain amount of ALC
under power.

Selecting the correct station
After opening the Winlink Radio-only session, on the Channel Select dropdown select the AB4NX 80 meter
frequency as follows:
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In Georgia the likelihood, especially in the morning hours, is that 80 meters will be far and away, the best
connection to AB4NX.
Your screen will look like this at that point:
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When the channel is clear with no centered station present, click the start button. Note that if stations are off
to the side of the display or static discharge is present, a ‘channel-busy’ message may be present which you
can ignore.
At the end of your session, be sure to check the Outbox and the sent box to make sure your message has been
sent.
We will be conducting practice session. Please review this material prior to the session. I will be coaching via a
conference call during the practice sessions. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Larry Whited, AB4NX
404-277-4864
Lwhited1@msn.com
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